We develop a method for evaluating restricted isometry constants (RICs). This evaluation is reduced to the identification of the zero-points of entropy density which is defined for submatrices that are composed of columns selected from a given measurement matrix. Using the replica method developed in statistical mechanics, we assess RICs for Gaussian random matrices under the replica symmetric (RS) assumption.
I. INTRODUCTION
The signal processing paradigm of compressed sensing (CS) enables a substantially more effective sampling than that re quired by the conventional sampling theorem [I). CS is applied to problems in various fields, in which the acquisition of data is quite costly, such as astronomical and medical imaging [2] , [3] . The CS performance is mathematically analyzed using the problem settings of a randomized linear observation [4] , [5] . Here, A E jR MxN is the given observation matrix, and CS endeavors to reconstruct the S-sparse signal x E jR N that has S( < N) nonzero components from observation y = Ax.
A widely used strategy for the reconstruction of this signal is the f, minimization, which corresponds to the relaxed problem of f o minimization. A key quantity used to analyze the f o and f, minimization strategies is the restricted isom etry constant (RIC) [6] . Literally evaluating an RIC requires the computation of maximum and minimum eigenvalues of N!j (S!(N -S)!) sub matrices that are generated by extracting S-columns from A, which is computationally infeasible. In the case of Gaussian random matrices of A, the upper bound for the RIC is estimated using the large deviation property without direct computation of the eigenvalues [6] , [7] , [8] .
This paper proposes a theoretical scheme for the direct estimation of the RICs. In order to do this, we evaluate the entropy density of the submatrices that provide a given value of the maximum/minimum eigenvalues. An RIC of matrix A Yokohama, Japan Email: kaba@dis.titech.ac.jp is offered by the condition that the corresponding entropy vanishes. Furthermore, in order to demonstrate our method's utility, we apply our scheme to Gaussian random matrices, using the replica method, and compare the obtained result with that of earlier studies.
Our theoretical evaluation is also numerically assessed using the exchange Monte Carlo (EMC) sampling [9] , which is expected to achieve much higher numerical accuracy than those of naive Monte Carlo schemes. The EMC method en ables effective sampling, avoiding entrapment at local minima, which limits the effectiveness of naive Monte Carlo sampling to capture the true behavior [10] . Numerical results suggest that our scheme currently provides the tightest RIC upper bound, which could be further tightened by taking into account the replica symmetry breaking (RSB).
II. RESTRICTED ISOMETRY CONSTANT
In the following, we assume that \fA E jR MxN is normalized so as to (typically) satisfy (A T A)u = 1 for all i E {I,··· ,N}. It should be noted that 85n in and 85n ax do not increase or decrease at the same rate, and asymmetric RICs improve the condition of fl reconstruction [11] . 
in which
A,�un(A;S) = min A" un(A"fAT),
T:T�v.ITI=s properties of the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of the Wishart matrix [6] , [7] , [8] .
III. PROBLEM SETUP AND FORMALISM
We estimate RICs in a different manner, and the following theorem is fundamental to our approach.
Then the minimum and maximum eigenvalues of AT A are given by A" un(ATA)=lim -.2... f3 I0gZ(A;f3), (7) f3-++�N A,nax(ATA)=lim -.2... f3 I0gZ(A;f3), (8) f3-+ -�N respectively, where Z(A;f3) is defined using U E )R N:
Proof:
in which {A; } is the ith eigenvector of AT A. As 13 -+ +00, the integral can be evaluated using the saddle point method, which is dominated by 11 = -A" un(AT A) + (Nf3)-1 + 0 (13 -1 ) , where 0(13-1 ) represents the contribution from negligible terms compared with 13-1 • This yields eq. (7), and eq. (8) is similarly obtained by applying the saddle point method for 
where 0 denotes the component-wise product, and P(ulc) oc �-++� C � I (13) In addition, we represent the number of c that correspond to A±(cIA) = A/2 and satisfy L;c ;
=Np as exp(Nw±(AIA;p)) using entropy densities W±(A I A;p), which are naturally as sumed to be convex functions of A. Summation over the microscopic states of c is replaced with the integral of A over 
from the convexity assumption of w±(AIA;p). A similar for malism has been introduced for investigating the geometrical structure of weight space in learning of multilayer neural
The relationships among ,u, A, and W± are illustrated in Fig. 1 . Entropy densities w+ and w_ are convex increasing and decreasing functions of A, respectively. According to eq. (15), the value of A at ,u represents the point where the gradient of W± equals ,u. By definition, negative entropy values are not allowed, and w±(AIA;p) < 0 implies that no c simultaneously satisfies both A±(cIA) = A/2 and Ijcj = Np. Therefore, the A± that produces W±(A±V\;p)=O is the possible minimum or maximum eigenvalue. Hence, eqs. 
which are the typical values for ,u = ,umax and ,u = ,umin, respectively (Fig. 1) . 
V. RESULTS
In Fig. 2 , entropy densities W± with ex = 0.5 and p = 0. The values of A when J.1 -+ +0 and J.1 -+ -0, which are denoted using dashed lines, coincide with the respective minimum and maximum of the Marchenko-Pastur (MP) distri bution's support for the M x S Gaussian random matrix [15] .
As the limit of 1J.11 -+ 0 corresponds to unbiased generation of M x S Gaussian random matrices, the coincidence theo retically supports the adequacy of our analysis. The slight discrepancy between the theoretical and EMC results in the entropy's tails could be due to the insufficiency of the RS assumption. The convexity of our entropy suggests that the RS assumption exactly creates the entropy curve or extends it outward [16] . This is consistent with the EMC method's result, which indicates that the exact entropy curve is inward when compared to that produced by the RS assumption. Therefore, the estimated zero-points, AI� ax and A'� in ' that are provided using the RS assumption, are meaningful upper and lower bounds, respectively, of the true values. We call them RS bounds. [6] , and the RIC numerically obtained lower bound [17] . In this example, the symmetric RIC is 85ll ax • Our analysis lowers the upper bound of the RIC, especially for a large p / ex region. Over the entire parameter region, our estimates are consistent with the numerically obtained lower bound. Fig. 4 shows the parameter region that mathematically supports fa and f I reconstruction according to Theorems 1 and 2. The region determined by the Bah and Tanner RIC is indicated using black lines. The RS bound of the RIC extends the region in which correct reconstruction is guaranteed, and further extension may be provided by taking the RSB into account. 
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
We proposed a theoretical scheme for the evaluation of restricted isometry constants. The problem was converted to the assessment of entropy density, and the possible maximum and minimum eigenvalues, which produce the RIC, are the entropy's zero-points. Given a Gaussian random matrix, we computed the entropy density using the replica method under the replica symmetric ansatz and estimated the value of the RIC. Physically, it has meaning as a bound and is tighter than existing bounds. Numerical experiments using the EMC sampling support our analysis.
A more accurate evaluation of the RIC is possible if the RSB is taken into account. Our scheme is applicable to more general matrices than Gaussian random matrices as well 
ApPENDlX B MONTE CARLO SAMPLING FOR RIC ESTIMATION
We employ the exchange Monte Carlo (EMC) sampling [9] in order to numerically compute the free entropy density ¢ (J.1IA; p) and obtain the entropy density avoiding the trap of metastable states. In the EMC approach, we prepare k systems, which have the same configuration of A, and assign configura tion Ci E Cs and parameter J.1i to each system i = 1"" ,k. The signs of {J.1i} are set to be the same. Each step of the EMC process updates Ci within each system, and attempts exchanges between configurations Ci and Ci+ I . The probability of transi tion from Ci to c; is given by w(ci,cD = min{exp(J.1iNl'1i), I}, where l'1i = AS gn(J1i) (ci!A) -AS gn(J1i) (C;IA). The probabil ity of an exchange between systems Ci and cH I is given by Wexc(Ci,Ci+l) = min{exp(N(J.1i -J.1i+ I )l'1i,i+ I), I}, in which l'1i ,HI = AS gn(J1i) (c d A) -AS gn(J1i+Il (ci+ II A). Af ter sufficient updates, the entire k-system is expected to converge to equilibrium distribution Ptot({ci}IA) oc I1� 1 exp{ -NJ.1iAsgn(J1i) (c d A)}.
The density of states W±(A IA;p) = IC E Cs O(A /2 -A±(cIA)) is obtained by applying the multihistogram method [18] using histgrams of A± obtained by EMC sampling. Finally, the free entropy density is calculated: ¢ (J.1IA;p) = /d AW sgn(J1) (AIA; P ) exp( -NJ.1A/2), (29) and the entropy density is derived by applying the inverse Legendre transformation to eq. (29).
